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Die hard dinosaurs
When Brian J Ford produced a new theory on the life of dinosaurs he
came under fierce attack from palaeontologists. Here he gives the
background to his theory and describes the storm it created
We are used to seeing dinosaurs
portrayed as monsters pounding about
an arid landscape in clouds of dust or
thrashing through the undergrowth.
They are everywhere on TV and in the
cinema. I recently proposed a very
different view – that they actually
evolved for a sedentary life in shallow
water. They had developed, I
concluded, in an aquatic
environment and not on dry land.
My purpose was to trigger a timely
debate. Dinosaurs are conventionally
portrayed as creatures of the plains but
my view was that they had specifically
evolved for an aquatic habitat and were
essentially creatures of the shallow seas
so prevalent before today’s continents
began to emerge. This theory solved
most of the outstanding problems
facing palaeontologists.
To begin with, dinosaurs seem to have
been warm-blooded, though no reptile
has evolved a metabolic mechanism to
regulate its body temperature. This has
long posed a puzzle. The evolution of
large dinosaurs under the constraints of
an aquatic environment would have
water buffering their body temperature
– and the shallow lakes that abounded
when dinosaurs were at their peak were
typically around 37 degrees Celsius.
So, in water, they could have
maintained a constant body
temperature without a physiological
mechanism. That’s one major
problem solved.
Dinosaur footprints left in mud are
shallow. I argued that only if their body
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mass were buoyant in water would this be
possible. Otherwise, they’d sink in up to their
thighs. Equally paradoxical is the fact that
there are never any tail dragging marks among
the fossilised footprints, although today’s
large reptiles certainly leave such traces as
they walk. Palaeontologists now say that this
is because dinosaurs must have held their tails
up in the air – and the skeletons of dinosaurs
in museums around the world have had their
tails repositioned in recent decades. You may
have noticed that the Diplodocus in the
Natural History Museum in London once had
its tail resting on the ground but – when the
lack of tail marks proved that this could not fit
the emerging discoveries – the tail was
remounted to show it held high. I argued that
this is impracticable, since supporting such a
massive tail aloft would expend vast amounts
of metabolic energy. For a plant-eating
creature like an herbivorous dinosaur, the
work performed every second by the caudal
muscles would not have led to the evolution
of a huge tail.
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Recent research (published by Anthony Romilio of the University of Queensland in 2013)
suggests these small dinosaurs were ’swimming’. Since they left tracks, they must have been
wading. This is what was postulated in the author’s original paper published a year earlier.
A giraffe (similar in configuration to an herbivorous
dinosaur) has a small tail like a fly-whisk, for example.
The ‘counterbalance’ idea makes no sense at all.
Sometimes preserved dinosaur trackways show the prints
only of the forefeet. As it happens, the giant sauropod
dinosaurs had front limbs that were longer than their
hind legs and so - when partly buoyant in water – I have
argued that only the forelimbs could reach the bottom.
The aquatic hypothesis is the only answer to that
recalcitrant riddle.
Many dinosaur skulls show nostrils on the top of the
snout, which is exactly what we see in aquatic reptiles
today. These giant creatures were endowed with conical
teeth like those of alligators. Recent research has shown
sense organs around the snout of many fish-eating
dinosaurs, just like those in today’s crocodiles, and some
fossil dinosaurs show partially-digested fish scales in the
abdomen, proof of their aquatic diet.
So much recent evidence points to an aquatic habitat for
the giant dinosaurs, yet still they are portrayed as living
on land, snatching fish by dipping their heads into the
water as the prey glides past.
Dinosaurs could not have run as we see in
reconstructions, because a massive body on two legs
would be difficult to turn to face in a new direction. This
is the effect of yaw, familiar to anyone who has tried to
turn a supermarket trolley on castors at the end of an
aisle. For years, palaeontologists have been perplexed by
the problem of yaw. Life in water, steering with a tail,
solves this problem too.

Furthermore, recent measurements of the oxygen
isotopes in fossilised dinosaur bones show ratios like
those of aquatic creatures, and are very different from
those of animals that ever lived on land. An environment
of shallow water similarly solves these problems.
A few old reconstructions of dinosaurs showed them
lolling about in swamps, as though taking the weight off
their feet, but this is not the argument – my view is not
that they merely wallowed in water, but that they evolved
subject to the constraints of the aquatic habitat. Rather
than retreating to swamps to rest, I believe they emerged
from lakes to breed and it is the vast bodies of shallow
water with which the world was covered at the time, I
contend, that made dinosaurs possible.
Objectors shouted that physical analysis showed
dinosaurs could move on dry land, but there is no
mystery there. Obviously dinosaurs could certainly move
about on land, since they laid eggs in nests and some
may have cared for their young. But they clearly cannot
have been primarily terrestrial. All the science shows that
they must have evolved in water.
Sadly, the debate for which I hoped did not happen.
Instead, my theory was drowned in hostility. It was a
“rotting corpse” and “bad science”, said the Smithsonian
blog. Who the hell was I to say this, shouted another.
“Dinosaurs were not aquatic!” they all proclaimed. A
palaeontologist from Cambridge wrote to warn me of the
risk to my reputation even by postulating this absurd
idea. “Stop publishing!” he warned.
Continued on page 12 ☛
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There were extensive shallow seas and lakes
during the era of dinosaurs, so adding water
around four metres deep shows how well
dinosaurs would fit their aquatic habitat.
Palaeoartist Nima posted the original dry-land
version on the Dinosaur Central website.
www.dinosaurcentral.com/panoplies.php

An entire scientific discipline, without exception,
bellowed that I was wrong, though nobody produced a
single shred of scientific evidence to disprove my
hypothesis. New scientific theories are often greeted
with antagonism. In several of my books (and often in
my lectures) I have explained how often this occurs, for
the notion that revolutionary ideas in science are always
welcomed is far from convention. Academics derive their
grants from convention and conformity, and new ideas
can be unwelcome. Discussing the instinct to reject new
notions is something I have done all my adult life – and
now I was experiencing it first-hand.
It was the BBC interview with me on the Today
programme that brought about the most hostile response
of all. Palaeontologists rose up and called for the BBC to
‘retract’ the interview. The BBC’s science reporter, Tom
Fielden, mentioned how Galileo had also been vilified for
offering his new theory (in my view, comparing my
theory with Galileo’s is like comparing a gnat to a
lobster). No palaeontologist spoke out in support.
My article appeared in April 2012 and the ensuing press
reports were detailed and exuberant. The Daily
Telegraph’s expansive story initially said I was proposing
that dinosaurs evolved ‘under water’ rather than in it, but
corrected the article in later editions. The story was
reported around the world.
Although palaeontologists were incensed at the idea,
scientists approved and one noted American biologist
said this was the “greatest wake-up call in the history of
palaeontology”. Every lecture I have given on the subject
has engendered universal approval.
And what about the latest research? That is where the
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theory will stand or fail. In fact, the key research
currently being published is substantiating my theories.
Anthony Romilio of the University of Queensland is
studying what were thought to be tracks of ‘stampeding’
dinosaurs, and now concludes that the facts don’t add up.
“These dinosaurs,” he now concludes, “were swimming”.
When I re-examined my theories in an American article, I
produced a picture of T. rex in the shallow lakes that
abounded at the time, and now Scott Persons of Alberta
has re-examined footprints of a fossilised T. rex and he
too concludes that, after all, it was “swimming along”.
These palaeontologists are wrong in one respect. Our
parents used to tell us, when we kept our feet on the
bottom of a children’s swimming pool, that you aren’t
swimming if you are still touching the bottom. The
existence of the footprints shows the dinosaurs were not
swimming at all – they were wading, precisely as I had
proposed over a year earlier.
Can a single individual challenge the orthodoxy that
drives a discipline? It has happened in the past, of course,
indeed this is how science often makes its changes in
direction. In this case, the establishment convention is so
deep-rooted that nobody dares to challenge the current
theories, even when accumulating research reiterates the
need for revolution.
I don’t doubt that some smaller dinosaurs lived on land,
though even these can betray their aquatic heritage –
indeed a recently discovered microraptor no bigger than
the sole of your foot fed exclusively on fish, even though
it was based on land.
It may take a decade for this view to percolate through
the system. People may well look back at the present
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time when we envisaged dinosaurs
thumping across the deserts as
laughable. In the future,
palaeontologists may well say, “It
was obvious!” – even though they
won’t admit it now.
Our present-day indicators of what
dinosaurs were like are misplaced.
No, you cannot see them in birds; no,
they are not like iguanas; no, you
will not see them reflected in the
Komodo Dragon. If you want to see
a present-day creature rich in
resonances of T. Rex, then it’s a fat
crocodile that provides the example
you seek. The legs are different in
proportion – this is a crocodilian,
after all, not a dinosaur – but everything else: the teeth, the eyes, the
snout, the claws, the tail, the scaly
skin, the method of feeding by
tearing (and never chewing), the egglaying … today’s crocodile takes you
as close as can be to a long-extinct
dinosaur. That’s the model you need.
This is the most fascinating
conclusion, though another is the
way that the palaeontology
establishment has prevented anything
further being published on my
theory. The original article appeared
in Laboratory News, where several
of my major articles have been
published. They are ‘considering’
whether to allow me space for an
update. I expanded the idea in my
Critical Focus magazine column for
The Microscope in America.
Other bodies that have published my
work have been warned off by their
palaeontology advisers – Nature,
New Scientist, the Biologist, have all
said that, with regret, they cannot
consider anything on the theory. The
Royal Society (who have often
published my views) and the Linnean
Society (of which I’m a former
officer, and where the ‘yaw’ debate
has centred) won’t touch it; nor will
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the Geology Society. My previous
publications with bodies like these
have been graciously received and
some have brought awards in their
wake. An international yearbook said
my research was a ‘scientific highlight
of the year’.
But this time it was very different, for
my views were the subject of a blanket
ban. Thank heavens for Mensa
Magazine, or these words would have
nowhere else to emerge in print.
This is not the fault of the
organisations or their journal editors.
It is their referees and advisers,
conventional palaeontologists, who
have firmly rejected my idea. It is for
innovative proposals like this that
‘peer review’ can sometimes become a
death trap. So keep this article in a
safe place. One day it will remind you
that scientific revolutions are
sometimes hidden from view because
it is so convenient to cling to current
conventions – but, eventually, new
scientific theories do find themselves
in print.
Confining the study of dinosaurs to
palaeontologists has given a blinkered
view. It has taken an outsider’s
perspective to look again at their problems with dinosaurs, and offer them
the answer they seek.
It's not the chicken that provides our
model; it’s the fat crocodile.
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